
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

2021 Fund Updates



OVERVIEW

The Pacific Financial Group (TPFG) was founded on the single premise that everyone, regardless of their account 
size, should have access to quality investments and independent advice. Powered by our 35-year history and a 
deep understanding of the Defined Contribution marketplace, TPFG is committed to helping every American get 
in-plan advice for on-time retirement.

At our core, we are an innovator; an innovator of products and services that empower independent financial 
advisors to give advice where it’s needed most. Innovation requires transformation.

The door of opportunity has opened for us to emerge from the day-to-day, in-house management of assets 
to offering a wide range of model strategies in collaboration with world-class strategists like American Funds®, 
Fidelity®, JPMorgan, BlackRock®, PIMCO, Janus Henderson, Invesco, BNY, and MFS to name a few. This impressive 
collection of managers and models is organized in our innovative Strategy PLUS platform. This multi-style, multi-
manager platform allows us to focus on building models that leverage the intellectual capital of this powerhouse 
strategist lineup.

We’re happy to say we’re innovating again, bringing you even more of a great idea! The next step in our 
transformation includes the addition of more strategies from Fidelity® and new products from Janus Henderson 
and INVESCO to capitalize on shifting markets and investor demand for ESG solutions. The following are answers to 
many of your frequently asked questions.

GENERAL

1) Why are we retiring the managed PFG Funds and the Focus PLUS TPFG Models?

Growth in our 401K flagship program has provided the opportunity for us to emerge from the day-to-day, in-house 
management of assets to focus on building models that leverage the intellectual capital of a powerhouse strategist 
lineup. This gives TPFG the additional resources needed to allocate models at appropriate risk levels in an effort to 
deliver expected outcomes so that advisors can work with clients to improve investor behavior and outcomes.
 
2) Will Advisors be able to build Practice Level Models (PLMs)? 

Yes. PLMs will continue to be available provided they are allowed by the Broker- Dealer/RIA for qualifying advisors. 

3) What are the Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses (AFFE) going to be for the new funds?

Acquired fund fees and expenses (AFFE) are a line item in a multi-manager or fund-of-funds (FOF) prospectus that 



shows the operating expenses of the underlying funds. This line item is now included with the fund’s fee schedule 
under the “fees and expenses” heading and in its prospectus.  Once the new Models are finalized, AFFE for each 
model will be available at www.tpfg.com.

4) Are the underlying investments in the new models going to be known strategies for advisors and their clients 
to research prior history?

Mostly, but the strategies will not be precisely the same allocation nor will they be managed precisely the same 
way. These models are being built to our Strategic/Tactical/Active/Passive (STAP) specifications and vary somewhat 
from the original fund/strategy. Research reports and information will be made available through Morningstar 
when strategies and models are available on or about November 4th.

5) Does this affect the track record for any Strategy PLUS model that incorporates these new strategies?

No. The Model track record continues. When included into existing models, these new investment strategies are 
considered a ‘rebalance’ to ensure that the track record continues.

6) What is the Fund Mapping for Strategies and Models?

Mapping of TPFG Models

Mapping of Individual PFG Strategies

Old

Old

New

New

Focus PLUS TPFG Moderate Conservative

Focus PLUS TPFG Moderate

Focus PLUS TPFG Moderate Growth

Focus PLUS TPFG Aggressive

Focus PLUS Focus Moderate Conservative

Focus PLUS Focus Moderate

Focus PLUS Focus Moderate Growth

Focus PLUS Focus Aggressive

PFG Balanced Strategy (PFDBX)

PFG Equity Strategy (PFDEX)

PFG Global Strategy (PFDGX)

PFG JP Morgan® Tactical Moderate Strategy (PFJDX)

PFG JP Morgan® Tactical Aggressive Strategy (PFSEX)

PFG JP Morgan® Tactical Aggressive Strategy (PFSEX)



7) Will there be marketing collateral and information on the new Strategies and Models before the launch?

Yes. A number of marketing collateral pieces and information will be available at www.TPFG.com.

8) When will the retiring PFG strategies/funds stop trading?

No new investors will be permitted into the Focus PLUS TPFG models beginning August 14, 2021. Additional 
contributions for existing investors will continue to be permitted until November 1, 2021. Strategies/Funds will be 
closed on December 31, 2021.

9) What will new paperwork look like?  When will it be available?  Will the old be stale dated?

TPFG’s Investment Management Agreement (IMA) and Statement of Investment Selection (SIS) will be updated 
to reflect the new investment options on or about November 4th.  For advisors and clients that source their 
documents from electronic sites (LaserApp, Quikforms), they will be uploaded immediately and made available 
shortly after November 4th. Current forms (TPFG IMAs and SISs) that do not reflect the new investment options will 
still be processed for a period of 90 days after the new paperwork is available.

10) What is ESG?

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria are a set of standards for a company’s operations that socially 
conscious investors use to screen potential investments. Environmental criteria consider how a company performs 
as a steward of nature. Social criteria examine how it manages relationships with employees, suppliers, customers, 
and the communities where it operates. Governance deals with a company’s leadership, executive pay, audits, 
internal controls, and shareholder rights.

11) What is the filter or screen that is being used on the ESG models?

Fidelity®:

There is no filter or screen for ESG models. The model’s underlying asset selection and monitoring typically goes 
through an additional layer of qualitative due diligence where FIWA research team applies a proprietary ESG 
framework to further evaluate ESG-focused funds.

Invesco:

• The Invesco Thematic Environmental Model Portfolio invests in prominent environmental themes aimed at 
addressing a more sustainable future; Clean Technology, Clean Energy, Water.



• Each underlying ETF within the ESG model offers unique exposure to their respective sustainable themes. 
Additionally, each ETF has set criteria for filtering and/or screening for securities.

• For example, the Invesco MSCI Sustainable Future ETF is designed to maximize its exposure to environmental 
impact themes. The index is comprised of companies that focus on offering products or services that contribute 
to a more environmentally sustainable economy by making a more efficient use of limited global natural 
resources. Additionally, there is a MSCI ESG Controversy screen in which companies having faced very severe 
controversies pertaining to ESG issues in the last three years, defined as companies with an ESG Controversy 
Score of 0, are excluded from the Index. Also, companies involved in Controversial Weapons, are excluded from 
the index.

12) Is there a standard ESG qualification? Does everyone in the industry view it the same way?

Fidelity®:

At this time there is no standard criteria or qualification for ESG; nor is there any consensus or standard on what an 
ESG-labeled product is. Broadly, industry defines ESG as a broad umbrella term, encompassing a spectrum of ESG/
impact intents and approaches. On one end of the spectrum, using exclusionary screens to exclude certain investments 
either for risk or for value-alignment. On the other end of spectrum, targeting investments to address specific ESG 
challenges and achieving measurable impact. In-between, incorporating non-financial but material ESG data in 
investment decision-making process to enhance long term risk/returns; or investing in one or more ESG themes to 
benefit from some of the long-term opportunities.

Fidelity®’s proprietary ESG framework is designed to seek to understand a fund’s ESG objectives, whether those 
objectives are being met by comparing that with portfolio’s ESG attributes, and evaluating whether there is sufficient 
commitment of resources, tools, data, culture, expertise to support that.

Invesco:

There is no one size fits all qualification or standardization for ESG. As ESG Investing continues to grow, more investors 
and issuers are utilizing ESG and climate data from providers such as MSCI and Sustainalytics to name a few. As ESG 
data becomes more readily available to the marketplace, ESG qualification may become more standardized over time. 
While everyone in the industry does not view ESG the same way, client demand to invest with their values continues to 
grow. For example, by 2025, Bloomberg expects 1/3 of all investable assets to have some form of ESG integration.



13) What is a thematic ESG strategy?

Invesco:

• Regular/Best in Class/Positive Screening ESG: Holdings are screened for certain environmental, social, and corporate 
governance (ESG) criteria and may be selected based on stronger or improving ESG scores vs a peer group.

• Thematic ESG: Gain exposure to a specific environmental, social, or governance issues, investing in companies that 
solve sustainability-related challenges. Examples include renewable energy, clean water, and gender equity.

14) Industry-wide, how much fund flows are going to ESG strategies? Do we expect this will continue to accelerate?

According to Morningstar which arguably is the database provider for mutual funds/ETF data, in 2020, the US MF + ETF 
had a record inflow of $51.1 billion, literally 150% increase from the $21.4B inflows in 2019, and nearly 10x of the 2018 
inflows of $5.4B. Morningstar also noted that ESG fund flows accounted for nearly 1/4 of overall net flows into stock and 
bond funds in the US in 2020.  Thematic ESG ETF flows (clean energy, solar, etc.) represented 35% of overall ESG ETF 
flows in Q1 and 24.3% of ESG ETF flows in Q2.

US SIF (sustainable investment forum) also showed significant assets in ESG strategies. Broad expectation is that ESG 
strategies will continue to attract strong and healthy flows due to increases in both demand and supply. Some of the 
catalysts include- increased disclosures, data and technology; increased appreciation that social and environmental 
challenges can be addressed by capital markets in addition to government actions; also we now have a more 
encouraging regulatory environment. However, we believe the magnitude of the increased flows that we saw in the 
last couple years, especially in 2020, may not continue.

15)  What is the investment management personality of each model? (Strategic vs Tactical; Passive vs Active)?

Once allocations are finalized, advisors and clients will be able to see asset class exposure as it is included on the 
model factsheets. Please keep in mind that we have many tactical strategies.  Models should not be viewed based on 
asset allocation alone as that can change over time.  With this in mind, a description of the model families should be 
considered based on their primary objective:

FOCUS PLUS: The Focus PLUS models are designed for investors who seek concentrated exposure to strategies that are 
actively making investment decisions. Each model within this series is uniquely constructed to include strategic and 
tactical allocations, with our current security selection reflecting an overweight to active management. We currently 
offer five models in this series that range from Conservative to Aggressive.



TARGET PLUS: The Target PLUS models are designed to be an enhanced version of traditional target date investing. 
Key enhancements include constructing the models with both strategic and tactical managers, and utilization of both 
active and passive security selection. Currently, our models have a significant overweight to active security selection. 
We currently offer five models in this series that range from Conservative to Aggressive.

INDEX PLUS: With increased interest in passive, low-cost investing, our Index Plus models offer investors the addition of 
an active component that compliments the passive, low-cost structure. Working with two of the largest players in the 
Index space, we have added a tactical ESG allocation and a tactical business-cycle sector rotation to our models.
Combining these tactical strategies with a passive allocation provides a twist on purely passive equity investing. We 
currently offer three models in the Index PLUS series that range from Moderate to Aggressive, purposely excluding 
Conservative and Moderate Conservative due to our belief that passive fixed income is not attractive in this low interest 
rate environment.

MULTI PLUS : The Multi PLUS models are our most diversified set of models within our Strategy PLUS offering. In 
creating the allocation for these models, we start with the asset allocation parameters for each level of risk as set by 
the TPFG Investment Committee. Next, we determine the mix of tactical versus strategic management we would like 
to target at each level of risk. Finally, we optimize each model to ensure it offers a high level of diversification and falls 
along the efficient frontier for an optimal level of return for each unit of risk. We currently offer five models in the Multi 
PLUS series that range from Conservative to Aggressive.

16) With so many great firms to choose from, what was our process in selecting Invesco and Janus Henderson?

While we already have many of the great firms, both were chosen based on what they could provide as a strategic 
partner. Janus Henderson- provides a world class tactical strategy. JABAX which is the Strategy core has an enviable 
track record, especially on risk mitigation. Invesco provides top tier ESG funds to incorporate into our ESG Strategy/
Model.

17) For advisors that are seeking a more Strategic and Passive approach, what models would you recommend?
 
Index Plus and Fidelity® Focus model families will rely heavily on Strategic allocations and Passive underlying 
investments. 

18) How often are TPFG Portfolio Managers speaking directly with each of our partner managers?

TPFG’s Portfolio Management Team has frequent and regular communication with all of its partners as well as a 
quarterly Asset Allocation Committee meeting where asset allocation target ranges are set for all models.

19) Is there a matrix of all the Strategies and Models that defined them in terms of Strategic/ Tactical/Active/Passive? 

Once all allocations are finalized, both factsheets, manager summaries as additional marketing collateral and 
information with be updated and made available at www.tpfg.com. 



Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Funds. This and 
other important information about the Funds is contained in the Prospectus, which can be obtained by contacting 
your financial advisor, or by calling (866) 583-8734. The Prospectus should be read carefully before investing. The 
Funds are distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member FINRA/SIPC. Pacific Financial Group, LLC and 
Northern Lights Distributors are not affiliated.

Disclosures

Advisory services provided by The Pacific Financial Group Inc., a Registered Investment Adviser. The information is 
for informational purposes only and should not be relied on or deemed the provision of tax, legal, accounting or 
investment advice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. All investments contain risks to include the 
total loss of invested principal. Diversification does not protect against the risk of loss. Investors should review all 
offering documents and disclosures and should consult their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.

The information presented reflects a Model Portfolio, as of the date indicated, but does not reflect actual Client 
accounts. The Model Portfolio will differ from Client accounts based on factors such as the date of initial investment 
and the dates of actual contributions and withdrawals. TPFG Models consist of PFG Strategies, which are mutual funds 
managed by PFG, an affiliate of TPFG.

Important Risk Disclosures

Given the significant differences between TPFG Models and PFG Strategies, investors should consider the differences in 
expenses, tax implications, and the overall objectives between separately managed accounts and mutual funds before 
investing. Past performance of the strategy/separately managed account is not indicative of future performance of the 
fund.

The new PFG Funds are not yet live and have an anticipated launch date of November 1st, 2021.

• These funds make up a “Fund of Funds” meaning the Fund will invest in other funds, each an “Underlying Fund”
• Underlying Funds are subject to investment advisory and other expenses, which will be indirectly paid by 

investors when the Fund purchases the Underlying Fund. These expenses are in addition to the expenses of the 
Fund.

• Portfolio Holdings represent the securities, funds and other investment of the Fund as of the date noted and may 
not be representative of the fund’s current or future investments. Portfolio holdings are subject to change and 
should not be considered to be investment advice.



Disclosures Continued

RiskPro and RiskPro Analytics
• RiskPro® projects the Fund’s maximum volatility over a forward-looking rolling twelve-month period, the 

projections or other information generated by RiskPro® are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual 
investment results and are not a guarantee of future results. There is no certainty the projections will be accurate. 
Because the projections are based on the Underlying Funds, the volatility over time will change based on 
factors such as the volatility of the Underlying Funds, the weighting of the Underlying Funds or the addition or 
replacement of an Underlying Fund. Investors should review the Fund’s prospectus for more information about 
the Fund to include its risks.

Neither TPFG or PFG are affiliated with Invesco or Fidelity®. 
American Funds®, Fidelity®, JPMorgan, BlackRock®, PIMCO, Janus Henderson, Invesco, BNY, and MFS are not affiliated with 
Northern Lights Distributors, LLC.

Capital Group® | American Funds® are registered marks of The Capital Group Companies, Inc. BlackRock® is a registered 
mark of BlackRock®, Inc. MFS® is a registered mark of MFS® Investment Management. JPMorgan is a proprietary mark of 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. Fidelity Institutional AM® and the Fidelity Investments logo are registered service marks of FMR 
LLC. PIMCO is a proprietary mark of Pacific Investment Management Company LLC. BNY Mellon is a proprietary mark 
of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. In each instance, the mark is used with permission. No representation is 
made by The Capital Group Companies, Inc., BlackRock Inc., MFS® Investment Management, JPMorgan Chase & Co., FIAM 
LLC, Pacific Investment Management Company LLC, or The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation, or by anyone affiliated 
with such entities, regarding the advisability of investing in any investment product offered by Pacific Financial Group.
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